Thirdly, the greatest number and variety of jobs will always tend to be in the central suburbs which are the most accessible from the whole urban area, and where, from the point of view of industry and commerce, production and distribution are most economical.

In so far as it is possible to decentralise jobs throughout the outer suburbs, it would also seem desirable, where possible, to concentrate such jobs in large groups in strategic areas in such relation to public transportation facilities as will offer the maximum choice of jobs and opportunity to the greatest possible number of workers.

*Parklabrea, Los Angeles, U.S.A. — an example of modern development combining both high-level flats and row houses*
FLATS AND ROW HOUSES

Flat development in St. Kilda Road

Victorian Housing Commission walk-up flats

Flats in Queen's Road overlooking Albert Park

Typical suburban maisonettes or two-unit flats

Modern row housing in an eastern suburb
Melbourne's growth is largely dependent on industry